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Stress is an instrumental factor for the emotional, 
cognitive, and physical well-being of people.  



Prior work | Stress monitoring using sensorless sensing

Computer Mouse 
(Sun 2014)

Car Steering Wheel
(Paredes 2018)

Trackpad 
(Goel 2020)



Method | Dataset 

● Data collected from Point-and-Click task 
during the MouStress Study was used (Sun 
2014)

● Two task parameters were varied: 
○ Distance D (64px, 128px, 256px, 512px, 1024px)
○ Width W (8px, 16px, 32px, 64px)

● 49 participants performed 5 repetition of the 
task with the same configuration under both 
stressed and calm conditions



MSD model

Parameters (ω, ζ) estimated using prediction-error 
minimization

Open-loop feedforward model for rapid goal-directed arm 
movement

GOF = 



Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 

● FIR filter that build predictive model of future samples based only on linear 
combinations of observed signals from the past (i.e., all pole filter)

● It is an all-pole filter, thus similar in structure to the MSD model in laplace 
domain

● We used an LPC filter of order 4, and estimated damping freq (ω) as the 
imaginary part of complex root, and damping ratio (ζ) as the ratio of complex 
roots’ real part and its absolute value

● Here we provide evidence that the two parameters (ω, ζ) from the two 
approaches (LPC, MSD) are significantly correlated



Method | Example

Example of raw data compared 
with responses from MSD and LPC



Basic Statistics | Results



Correlation | Results



Binary Stress Classification | Method

● Standard ML Method
○ Support Vector Machine

● Neural network-based ML Methods
○ Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
○ Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

● Built a different classifier per 
participant per distance of the 
Point-and-Click task



Binary Acute Stress Classification | Results



Conclusion
● Parameters derived from an LPC filter are valid and a good proxy to those from an 

MSD model of the human arm to predict binary acute stress levels of users based 
on their computer mouse clicking data

● LPC filter can be easily implemented for real-time processing, vs. an MSD model

● In the future, we plan to 
a. Combine  physiological  signals (e.g., HR)  to  further  improve  the ML performance
b. Explore using a combination of neural network-based approaches with MSD or LPC 
c. Apply some of these methods to analyze in-the-wild data 
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